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The purpose of this paper is to study when a weight w on an OU-algebra M on a
dense subspace D in a Hilbert space H is a trace weighted by a positive
self-adjoint operator, that is, when there exists a positive self-adjoint operator V
U U U² ² ² ² .  .  .such that w X X s tr X V X V whenever w X X - ‘. We show that if
M is QMP-solvable that is, every strongly positive linear functional on M is a trace
.weighted by a positive trace class operator , then every sequentially monotonously
 4 regular weight w on the positive cone M ’ X g M ; X G 0 w s sup f forq n n
 4 .some increasing sequence f of strongly positive linear functionals on M withn
 ²  ² . 4the property that X j ; j g D, X g M , and w X X - ‘ is total in H is a trace
weighted by a positive self-adjoint operator. More general results are obtained for
U  .an O -algebra M containing the algebra F D generated by the set of all
symmetric finite rank operators A satisfying A D ; D. We also show that if w is a
 2 .weight on M and there exists an element N of M such that w N - ‘ andq q
y1N is a bounded compact operator on H, then there exists a positive trace class
U² 1r2 ² 1r2 ² ² 2 .  .  .operator T on H such that w X X s tr T X T X whenever w X N X
- ‘. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w x UIn 1, 7, 8 we have studied weights on O -algebras for the study of the
structure of OU-algebras and for the applications to quantum physics. In
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this paper we study the trace representation of weights on OU-algebras.
Many important examples of states in quantum physics are trace function-
 .als; that is, they are of the form f X s tr TXs tr XT with a certain
density matrix T , and so it is important to consider the quantum moment
problem: Under what conditions is every strongly positive linear functional
on an OU-algebra a trace functional? This problem was studied by Sher-
w x w x w xman 21 , Woronowicz 23 , Lassner and Timmermann 12 , K. SchmudgenÈ
w x w x17]20 and Kursten 10, 11 . Let f be a trace functional on a closedÈ
OU-algebra M ; that is,
f X s tr XT s tr TX, X g M .
for some positive trace class operator T on H such that XT is a trace class
operator for all X g M. Then it is well known that V ’ T 1r2 is a positive
Hilbert]Schmidt operator on H such that V H ; D and XV is a Hilbert]
Schmidt operator for all X g M. Moreover, f is represented as
U²f X X s tr XV XV , X g M . 1.1 .  .  .  .
This implies that the GNS-representation p for f is unitarily equivalentf
to a )-representation p of M in the Hilbert space H m H of Hilbert]
Schmidt operators on H. This result is useful for the unbounded Tomita]
w xTakesaki theory and is applicable to quantum physics 3, 5, 6 . Recently,
 .weights of the form 1.1 with more general weight operators V appeared
w xin quantum physics 1 . More precisely, these weights satisfy
UU U² ² ²w X X s tr X V X V .  .
1.2 .0 ²whenever X g N ’ X g M ; w X X - ‘ 4 .w
for some positive self-adjoint operator V in H. In this case we can define
U  .the generalized vector l for the O -algebra p M in H m H and developV
U  .the Tomita]Takesaki theory in the O -algebra p M using the theory of
w xgeneralized vectors 1 . Hence it is important to characterize weights on
 .M which satisfy 1.2 . In Section 3 we consider this problem for certainq
 4regular weights. Let T be an increasing net of positive trace classa
operators T on H such that XT is a trace class operator for all X g M.a a
 .Then the formula w X ’ sup tr XT , X g M defines a regularT 4 a a qa
 .  0 .²weight. We show that w satisfies 1.2 , provided that N D is totalT 4 wa T 4a
in H. For QMP-solvable algebras M this implies that every sequentially
 0 .²monotonously regular weight w on M with the property that N D isq w
 .total in H is of the form 1.2 . For QMP-solvable algebras M which
 . u  .contain the linear span F D of the operators j m h D: z “ z ‹ h j
 .j , h g D , a similar result is satisfied for arbitrary regular weights. In
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Section 4, we give further sufficient conditions for a weight w to have a
trace representation. We suppose that w is a weight on M and that thereq
exists an element N of N 0 which has a positive self-adjoint extensionw
Ä Äy1N such that N is a bounded compact operator on H. Then we show
1r2 ²that there exists a positive trace class operator T such that T X
0  ² .  1r2 ².Uis a Hilbert]Schmidt operator for all X g N and w X X s tr T Xw
1r2 ² 0T X for all X g M with NX g N .w
2. PRELIMINARIES
We state the definitions and the basic properties of OU-algebras and
weights. Let D be a dense subspace in a Hilbert space H. We denote by
² .L D the set of all linear operators X from D to D such that
 U . U ² .D X > D and X D > D. Then L D is a )-algebra under the usual
² U uoperations: X q Y, a X, XY and the involution X “ X ’ X D. A
² . U)-subalgebra of L D with identity operator I is said to be an O -alge-
bra on D in H. Let M be an OU-algebra on D in H. We introduce on D
5 5 4the graph topology t defined by the family ; X g M of seminorms:XM
5 5 5 5 w xj s Xj , j g D. If the locally convex space D t is complete, thenX M
M is said to be closed. We next introduce the notion of weights on
OU-algebras. Let M be an OU-algebra on D in H. An operator X in M is
 .said to be positi¤e X G 0 if it belongs to the positive cone
M s X g M ; Xj ‹ j G 0 for each j g D . 4 .q
 4A map w of M into R j q‘ is said to be a weight on M ifq q q
W w a X s aw X , a G 0, X g M , .  .  .1 q
W w X q Y s w X q w Y , X , Y g M , .  .  .  .2 q
 .where 0 ? q‘ s 0. A weight w on M is said to be regular if w s sup fq a a
 4for some net f of strongly positive linear functionals on M. A lineara
 .functional f on M is said to be strongly positi¤e if f X G 0 for each
w x UX g M . In 8 we have studied the regularity of weights on O -algebras.q
U wFurther information about O -algebras and weights may be found in 1, 7,
x8, 13, 19 .
3. TRACE REPRESENTATION OF REGULAR WEIGHTS
U  .Let M be an O -algebra on D in H. Let S M denote the set of all1 q
positive bounded operators T on H with TH ; D such that XT is a trace
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 .class operator for all X g M. For T g S M we define a strongly1 q
positive linear functional on M by
f X ’ tr TX s tr XT , X g M . .T
Then we have
U² 1r2 ² 1r2 ² ²f X X s tr T X T X s tr XTX , .  .T 3.1 .
T g S M , X g M . .q1
 .In fact, given T g S M and X g M , we consider orthonormal se-1 q
 4  4  4quences j and h in D such that j contains a complete set ofn n n
eigenvectors with non-zero eigenvalues of T and that the closed linear
 4  .span of h in H contains XTH j TH. Then Eq. 3.1 follows fromn
f X ²X s XTj ‹ Xj .  .T n n
n
s XTj ‹ h h ‹ Xj .  .  n m m n
n m
s X ²h ‹ TX ²h . m m
m
5 1r2 ² 5 2s T X h m
m
s XTX ²h ‹ h . . m m
m
 .  4  .We denote by T M the collection of all nets T in S M such thata 1 q
the formula
w X s sup tr XT , X g M .T 4 a qa
a
defines a regular weight on M . The collections of all increasing and of allq
 .increasing and mutually commuting nets in S M are denoted by1 q
 . c . c .  .  .T M and T M , respectively. It is clear that T M ; T M ; T M .i i i i
We first consider trace representations of regular weights w whenT 4a
 4 c .T g T M .a i
 4LEMMA 3.1. Let T be a family of mutually commuting positi¤ea a g A
trace class operators on a Hilbert space H. Then there exist an orthonormal
 4system j in H and nonnegati¤e numbers m such that T sb b g B a , b a
 .  . m j m j for each a , where j m h z ’ z ‹ h j for j , h, z g H.b g B a , b b b
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 4Proof. Using Zorn's lemma, one finds a maximal system P ofi ig I
non-zero finite rank orthogonal projections in H such that
 .i P P s 0, i / j;i j
 .ii for a g A and i g I there exists l such that T P s l P ;a , i a i a , i i
 .iii for i g I there exists a g A such that T P / 0.a i
We show that
P T s T for each a g A. 3.2 . i a a /
igI
 .Suppose that this is not true. Then, for some a g A  P T / T .0 ig I i a a0 0
a 0 . a 0 .  a 0 . .Let T s  l P be the spectral decomposition l ) 0 . Then fora n n n n0
some n, P a 0 . is not a subprojection of  P . This means thatn ig I i
Q ’ P a 0 . y P a 0 . P s P a 0 . y P / 0. n n i n i /
a .0igI  4i ; l sla , i n0
 4 USince the )-algebra generated by T Q is a commutative C -algebra ofa
finite dimension, we can find a non-zero subprojection P of Q such that
 4T P s l P for each a , which implies that P , P satisfies the conditionsa a i
 .  .  4i ] iii . This contradicts the maximality of P and thus the statementi
 .  .3.2 holds. Finally we can choose in each P H an orthonormal basis andi
collect all these basis vectors together. This completes the proof.
U  4PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be an O -algebra on D in H and let T be ina
c .  4  4T M . Let j and m be as in Lemma 3.1. Then the followingi b b g B a , b
statements hold:
 .  41 j ; D andb
w X s w X ’ m Xj ‹ j , X g M , .  .  .T 4  m , j 4 b b b qa b b
b
where m ’ sup m for each b g B.b a a , b
 .  0 .²  ² 0 42 Suppose N D ’ X j ; X g N , j g D is total in H. Thenw wT 4 T 4a a
m - ‘ for each b g B.b
 .3 Suppose m - ‘ for each b g B and defineb
1r2V s m j m j . b b b
bgB
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Then
U0 ²N s X g M ; X V g H m H 4wT 4a
²s X g M ; V X g H m H , 4
UU U² ² ² 0w X X s tr X V X V, X g N . .  .T 4 wa T 4a
 .Proof. Statement 1 is trivial.
 .  0 .²We show statement 2 . Suppose that N D is total in H and thatwT 4a
m s ‘ for some b g B. Then Xj s 0 for each X g N 0 and sob 0 b w0 0 T 4a
 ² . 0  0 .²j ‹ X j s 0 for each X g N and j g D. Since N D is total inb w w0 T 4 T 4a a
H, we have j s 0. This is a contradiction.b0
 . 0  .We show statement 3 . Given X g N , j g D V , and h g D, wewT 4a
 4Hwrite j as j q l j , where j g j . Then it follows thatH b g B b b H b
2
2² 1r2Vj ‹ X h s l m Xj ‹ h .  . b b b
bgB
22< <F l m Xj ‹ h . b b b /
bgB bgB
2
2 25 5 5 5F l j h m Xj b b b b /
bgB bgB
2
2 ²5 5s l j h w X X , . b b T 4a
bgB
U U² ² .which implies that V X s X V are bounded on H. Now
U 2U U U² ² ²5 5tr X V X V s X Vj .  b
bgB
5 5 2s m Xj b b
bgB
s w X ²X , .T 4a
U² ²which implies also that X V and V X are Hilbert]Schmidt operators on
U0 ²H. The last equation shows also that X g N if X V is a Hilbert]wT 4a
Schmidt operator on H.
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²Suppose, finally that V X is a Hilbert]Schmidt operator on H. Let
 .  4  ².j g D V and h g D be given. Take a sequence h in D V X withn
lim h s h. Then it follows fromn“‘ n
2
2² 1r2 ²Vj ‹ X h s m j ‹ j j ‹ X h .  .  . b b b
bgB
225 5F j XVj ‹ h . b
bgB
225 5F j lim XVj ‹ h . b n
n“‘ bgB
22 ²5 5s j lim j ‹ V X h . b n
n“‘ bgB
U 22 2²5 5 5 5F j V X j lim h . b n
n“‘bgB
U 22 2 ²5 5 5 5s j h V X j . b
bgB
U U U² ² ² ² .  .  .that X h g D V and Vj g D X . This implies that X Vs V X
is also a Hilbert]Schmidt operator on H, which completes the proof.
Conversely we have the following
U  4PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M be an O -algebra on D in H, m ; R , andb q
 4let j be an orthonormal system in H contained in D. We putb
w X s m Xj ‹ j , X g M , .  . m , j 4 b b b qb b
b
1r2V s m j m j . b b b
b
Then w is a weight on M and m , j 4 qb b
U0 ²N s X g M ; X V g H m H , 4w m , j 4b b
UU U² ² ² 0w X X s tr X V X V, X g N . .  . m , j 4 wb b  m , j 4b b
Moreo¤er, w may be gi¤en as in Proposition 3.2.
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 4Proof. For any finite subset F of b we put
m , b g Fb
m sF , b  0, b f F
and
T s m j m j .F F , b b b
bgF
  44 c .Then it is easily shown that T ; F is a finite subset of b g T M ,F i
sup m s m for each b and w s w . This completes the proof.F F , b b T 4  m , j 4F b b
 4  .For the trace representation of a weight w defined by T g T MT 4 a ia
 4  .or T g T M we have the followinga
U  4  .THEOREM 3.4. Let M be an O -algebra on D in H. Let T g T M bea
 0 .²  4  .gi¤en such that N D is total in H. Suppose that T g T M or thatw a iT 4a
 .F D ; M. Then there exists a positi¤e self-adjoint operator V in H such that
0 ²N s X g M ; V X g H m H 4wT 4a
U²; X g M ; X V g H m H 4
and
U² ² ²w X X s tr V X V X .  .T 4a
UU U² ² 0s tr X V X V, X g N . . wT 4a
Proof. We define a form u by
D s j g D ; sup T j ‹ j - ‘ , . 5u a
a
u j , j s sup T j ‹ j , j g D . .  .a u
a
We show that D is a dense linear subspace of H and that u can beu
extended to a closable sesquilinear form on D = D . Sinceu u
T j q h ‹ j q h F 2 T j ‹ j q T h ‹ h 4 .  .  . .a a a
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for all j , h g D , it follows that D is a linear subspace of H. Sinceu u
² ² ²sup T X j ‹ X j F sup tr XT X .a a
a a
²s sup tr T X X by 3.1 .a
a
s w X ²X .T 4a
0  0 .²for each X g N and j g D, we have N D ; D , and so D is densew w u uT 4a
 4in H. If T is an increasing net, u extends to a positive sesquilinear forma
 .on D = D also denoted by u which may be defined byu u
u j , h s lim T j ‹ h .  .a
a
3
1 k k ks i lim T j q i h ‹ j q i h , j , h g D . . . a u4
aks0
 .  .Suppose that F D ; M. Then j g D if and only if w j m j - ‘.u T 4a
There exists a positive linear functional w defined on the linear span ofÇ
  . 4  .  .X g M : w X - ‘ such that w X s w X for each X g M withÇq q
 .w X - ‘. Consequently, u extends to a positive sesquilinear form on
D = D defined byu u
3
1 k k ku j , h s w j m h s i w j q i h m j q i h , j , h g D . .  .  .  .Ç Ç  . u4
ks0
 4We show that u is closable. Let j be a sequence in D such thatn u
 .lim j s 0 and lim u j y j , j y j s 0. For any « ) 0 theren“‘ n n, m“‘ n m n m
exists a natural number N such that«
5 5j - « and u j y j , j y j - « for all n , m G N , .n n m n m «
and so
T j y j ‹ j y j - « for all n , m G N and a . . .a n m n m «
Taking m “ ‘, we have
T j ‹ j F « for all n G N and a , .a n n «
 .  .and sup T j ‹ j F « for all n G N . Hence, lim u j , j s 0. Thus,a a n n « n“‘ n n
w xu is closable. Let u be the closure of u . By 2, Theorem 2.1 there exists a
 .  .positive self-adjoint operator V in H with D V s D and Vj ‹ Vh su
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0 ² . u j , h for all j , h g D . We next show that N s X g M ; V X g Hu wT 4a
04  4  4mH . Suppose that X g N . Let S s j ; j is an nonempty or-w b bT 4a
4thonormal set in H contained in D . It follows that
² ²w X X s sup tr T X X .T 4 aa
a
²s sup tr XT X by 3.1 .a
a
s sup sup T X ²j ‹ X ²j . a b b
a  4j gS bb
5 ² 5 2s sup V X j b
 4j gS bb
U² ²s tr V X V X , .
² ²which implies that V X is a Hilbert]Schmidt operator. Conversely, if V X
is a Hilbert]Schmidt operator, we can write down the same equations with
X  4  4  ².4S s h ; h is a nonempty orthonormal set in H contained in D V Xb b
in place of S. This implies X g N 0 . Finally, given X g N 0 , j g D,w wT 4 T 4a a .and h g D V , we have
U U² ² ² ²X j ‹ Vh s V X j ‹ h s j ‹ V X h s j ‹ X Vh , . .  .  . .
UU² ²X V s V X g H m H , .
U UU U² ² ² ² ²w X X s tr V X V X s tr X V X V. .  .  .T 4a
This completes the proof.
 .Remark 3.5. 1 In the proof of Theorem 3.4 we have shown that
U² ²X g M ; V X g H m H ; X g M ; X V g H m H . 4  4
U² ²Do the above two sets coincide? Suppose X Vg H m H and V X is
U U² ² ² .densely defined. Then V X g H m H and V X s X V . Hence, the
two sets coincide in the following cases:
 .  .  .i D ; D V ; that is, sup T j ‹ j - ‘ for each j g D.a a
 . 5 5ii V is bounded; that is, sup T - ‘.a a
 .  4  .  4  .2 Let T g T M . Without the assumptions T g T M anda a i
 .F D ; M in Theorem 3.4 we do not know whether the same results as
Theorem 3.4 hold, because the form u in the proof of Theorem 3.4 may
not be extended to a sesquilinear form on D = D .u u
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Now we apply the previous results to QMP-solvable OU-algebras. M is
said to be QMP-solvable if every strongly positive linear functional f on M
is represented as
f X s tr XT , X g M .
 .for some T g S M .1 q
 .A weight w on M is said to be m-regular or monotonously regular ifq
 4w s sup f for some increasing net f of strongly positive linear func-a a a
tionals on M. It is said to be sequentially m-regular if w s sup f forn n
 4some increasing sequence f of strongly positive linear functionals on M.n
In this case it may be represented also as w s  g , where g s f andn n 1 1
g s f y f are strongly positive as well.nq1 nq1 n
Suppose now that M is QMP-solvable. Then each regular weight w on
 4  .M is of the form w for some T g T M . And each sequentiallyq T 4 aa
 .m-regular weight on M is of the form w X s  tr T X for someq n n
 4  .sequence T in S M . Thus Theorem 3.4 and Remark 3.5 imply then 1 q
following results.
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that M is a QMP-sol¤able OU-algebra on D in H
 0 .²and that w is a regular weight on M such that N D is total in H.q w
 .Suppose further that w is sequentially m-regular or that F D ; M. Then there
exists a positi¤e self-adjoint operator V in H such that
0 ²N s X g M ; V X g H m H 4w
U²; X g M ; X V g H m H , 4
U UU U² ² ² ² ² 0w X X s tr V X V X s tr X V X V, X g N . .  .  . w
COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose that M is a QMP-sol¤able OU-algebra on D in
 .H and that w is a regular weight on M satisfying w I - ‘. Suppose furtherq
 .that w is sequentially m-regular or that F D ; M. Then there exists a positi¤e
Hilbert]Schmidt operator V on H such that
0 ²N s X g M ; V X g H m H 4w
U²s X g M ; X V g H m H , 4
U UU U² ² ² ² ² 0w X X s tr V X V X s tr X V X V, X g N . .  .  . w
 .Remark 3.8. In the bounded case the condition w I - ‘ in Corollary
 .3.7 implies that w is finite; that is, w X - ‘ for each X g M . But in theq
unbounded case this does not necessarily hold as seen in the next example.
U  .Let M be the O -algebra on the Schwartz space S R generated by the
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 4  .moment operator P and the position operator Q and let f ; S Rn ns0, 1, . . .
2 . w xbe the ONB in L R consisting of the Hermite functions 13, 14, 23 . For
 4m g N j 0 we define a regular weight w on M bym q
‘ 1
w X s Xf ‹ f , X g M . .  .m n n q2 mn q 1 .ns0
Then the following cases arise:
 . 0  4i If m s 0, then N s 0 .wm
 .  my 14 0 k 0ii If m / 0, then I, N, . . . , N ; N but N f N for k Gw wm m
‘  .m, where N ’  n q 1 f m f is the number operator.ns0 n n
Remark 3.9. Suppose that M is a QMP-solvable OU-algebra on D in H
 0 .²and that w is a regular weight on M such that N D is total in H.q w
 4  .  .Then there exists a net T in T M such that w X s sup tr XT fora a a
each X g M . We denote by M the OU-algebra on D in H generatedq F  D .
 .  .  .by M and F D . Since S M s S M , every element T of1 q 1 F  D . q
 .S M defines a strongly positive linear functional f on M by1 q T F  D .
 .f A s tr AT , A g M . Hence we can consider the mapT F  D .
 4sup f : A g M “ sup f A g R j q‘ . .T F  D . T qqa a
a a
and it is a weight on M , but we do not know whether it is a weight onq
 . w xM . It is known by 8, Proposition 2.5 that sup f is a weight onF  D . q a Ta
 .  4M if and only if f has the net property; that is, for each finiteF  D . q Ta
 4  .  . subset A , A , . . . , A of M with sup f A - ‘ k s 1, 2,1 2 m F  D . q a T ka
.  4  4  .. . . , m there exists a subsequence a of a such that lim f An n“‘ T kan
 . .  .s sup f A k s 1, 2, . . . , m . If this is true, then it follows froma T ka
Theorem 3.6 that the same results as in Theorem 3.6 hold.
4. TRACE REPRESENTATION OF GENERAL WEIGHTS
In Section 3 we have considered the trace representation of regular
weights, and in this section we consider the trace representation of weights
w xwithout the assumption of regularity. Schmudgen 16 obtained the resultÈ
that if M is a self-adjoint OU-algebra on D in H and there exists an
y1element N of M such that N is a positive compact operator on H, then
M is QMP-solvable. To generalize this result for weights we will use an
 ².ordered )-vector space L D, D defined as follows. Given a dense
²   ..linear subspace D of a Hilbert space H, we denote by D or V D the
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algebraic conjugate dual of D, that is, the set of all conjugate linear
functionals on D. The set D² is a vector space under the operations
 :  :  :  :  :¤ q ¤ , j s ¤ , j q ¤ , j , a ¤ , j s a ¤ , j , j g D ,1 2 1 2
 : ² w xwhere ¤ , j is the value of ¤ g D at j g D. Tomita 21 has called an
²  ².element of D an unbounded ¤ector in H. We denote by L D, D the set
²  ².of all linear maps from D to D . Then L D, D is a )-vector space
²  ²under the usual operations: S q T , lT and the involution T “ T T j ,
² ²:  : .  .   .h s Th , j , j , h g D . Furthermore, L D, D ’ T g L D, D ;h
² 4  :  :T s T is an ordered set under the order S F T Sj , j F Tj , j ,
.;j g D . We remark that any linear operator X defined on D is regarded
 ².  :  .as an element of L D, D by Xj , h s X j ‹ h , j , h g D. In particu-
² .  .  ².lar, L D and B H are regarded as ordered )-subspaces of L D, D .
² .  .For any element X, Y g L D and A g B H we define the product
Y ²( A( X by
 ² :Y ( A( X j , h s AXj ‹ Yh , j , h g D. .  .
Then we have
Y ²( A( X g L D , D² .
and if A is hermitian, then
² 5 5 ²X ( A( X F A X X . 4.1 .
wFor more details concerning similar constructions we refer to 4, 9, 11,
x19, 22 .
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be an OU-algebra on D in H, and let w be a
weight on M . Suppose that there exists an element N of N 0 which has aq w
Ä Äy1positi¤e self-adjoint extension N such that N is a bounded compact operator
on H. Then there exists a positi¤e trace class operator T on H such that
U1r2 ² ² ² .i T X is a Hilbert]Schmidt operator and Y TX is a trace class
operator on H for all X, Y g N 0 ;w
U U² 1r2 ² 1r2 ² ² .  .  .ii w X X s tr T X T X s tr X TX for all X g M such
that NX g N 0 ;w
0 .  .iii w X s tr TX for each positi¤e operator X in N .w
Proof. Note first that I g N 0 sincew
0 Äy1r2 2 25 5 5 5N g N and N Nj ‹ j G j , j g D. .w
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We put
D w s linear span of X g M ; w X - ‘ , 4 .  .Ç q
w a X s a w X , a X g D w . .  .Ç Ç  n n n n n n /
n n n
 .  .Then D w is a )-vector space with I g D w and it is not difficult toÇ Ç
 .show that w is a strongly positive linear functional on D w . SinceÇ Ç
² ² ²X q Y X q Y F 2 X X q Y Y , .  .  .
3
²1 k k kX s i X q i I X q i I , .  .4
ks0
0  .it follows that N is a linear subspace of D w . Let L denote the linearÇw 0
 ².  ² 0  . 4subspace of L D, D generated by X ( A( X ; X g N , A g B H .w q
 .  .  .By 4.1 D w is cofinal in the ordered )-vector space L ’ D w q L ,Ç Ç 0
w xand so by 19, Lemma 1.3.2 there exists a strongly positive extension of wÇ
 .  u 4to L , denoted also by w. Since F H ’ linear span of x m x D; x g H ;Ç
w xL , it follows from 17, Lemma 1 that there exists a unique positive trace0
class operator T on H such that
w A s tr TA , A g F H . 4.2 .  .  .Ç
 . 0We show statement i . Let X, Y g N . Since the linear functional w onÇw X
 .  .  ² .  .F H defined by w A s w X ( A( X , A g F H is strongly positive, itÇ ÇX
w xfollows also from 17, Lemma 1 that
w A s tr T A , A g F H 4.3 .  .  .ÇX X
 .  .for a unique positive trace class operator T on H. By 4.2 and 4.3 weX
have
T 1r2 X ²j ‹ T 1r2 X ²h s TX ²j ‹ X ²h .  .
²s tr TX j m h X .
s w j m h .ÇX
s tr T j m h .X
s T j ‹ h .X
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for all j , h g D. Consequently, T 1r2 X ² and TX ² are bounded and
UU² ² 1r2 ² 1r2 ²T s X TX s T X T X . 4.4 .  .X
Using the polarization formula, we get
U² ² ² ²Y TX j ‹ h s TX j ‹ Y h .  .
3
1 k
ks i T j ‹ h Xq i Y4 /
ks0
U² ²for all j , h g D, which implies that Y TX is a trace class operator. In
U U U² ² ² .particular, Y T is a trace class operator and Y T s TY . Thus
 .statement i holds.
 . 0We next show statement ii . Let X g M be given such that NX g N .w
y1 y1 ‘Ä ÄWrite the positive compact operator N as N ’  l j m j ,ns1 n n n
 4where j is an orthonormal basis of H and l x0. We putn n
n
E s j m j , n g N.n k k
ks1
Since
² y2² 2 y1 ²Ä5 5NX NX s X N X G N X X , .
we have X g N 0 . Furthermore, sincew
² Äy1 Äy1X N ( N I y E N ( NX j , h .  .  . ; .n
s I y E Xj ‹ Xh . .n
s X ²X y X ²( E ( X j , h : .n
 .for each j , h g D, it follows from 4.1 that
² ² ² Äy1 Äy10 F X X y X ( E ( X s X N ( N I y E N ( NX .  .  . .n n
²y2ÄF N I y E NX NX . .  .n
This implies
0 F w X ²X y X ²( E ( XÇ  .n
y2 ² 2ÄF N I y E w X N X .  .n
F l2 w X ²N 2 X . 4.5 .  .nq1
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 .  .Hence, it follows from 4.3 and 4.4 that
w X ²X s lim w X ²( E ( X . Ç  .n
n“‘
n
s lim T j ‹ j . X n n
n“‘ ks1
‘
U² ²s X TX j ‹ j . n n
ks1
‘ 2
1r2 ²s T X j n
ks1
U² ²s tr X TX
U1r2 ² 1r2 ²s tr T X T X . .
 . 0 We finally show statement iii . Suppose now that X g N NX mayw
0 .belong to N or not . Then, given « ) 0 and k g Z, we havew
²1 1
k k0 F « X q i I y E ( « X q i I y E .  .n n /  /« «
1
2 ² k ² yks « X X q i X ( I y E q i I y E ( X q I y E , .  .  .n n n2«
which implies
1
k ² yk 2 ²"w i X ( I y E q i I y E ( X F « w X X q w I y E . .  .  .  .Ç Ç .n n n2«
4.6 .
0  .  .Since NI s N g N , it follows from 4.5 that lim w I y E s 0,Çw n“‘ n
 .  . .which implies by 4.6 that lim w I y E ( X s 0. Moreover, it fol-Çn“‘ n
 .  .  .lows from i , 4.3 , and 4.4 that
3
²1 k k klim w E ( X s lim w i X q i I ( E ( X q i I .  .  .Ç Ç n n4 /n“‘ n“‘ ks0
3
² ²U1 k k ks lim i tr X q i I T X q i I E .  .  /n4
n“‘ ks0
s tr X ²UT .
This completes the proof.
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 . 0Remark 4.2. In statement ii of Theorem 4.1 the condition NX g Nw
may not be replaced by the weaker condition that X g N 0 . To give anw
 4example, let M , f and N be defined as in Remark 3.8. Let a weight wn
on M be defined byq
1
w X s lim Xf ‹ f , X g M . .  .n n q2nn“‘
 .  2 .  .Then w I s 0 and w N s 1. Furthermore, the pair M , w satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 4.1. Suppose now that there exists a positive trace
U² 1r2 ² 1r2 ² .  .class operator T on H such that w X X s tr T X T X for every
0  .X g N . Since w I s 0, it follows that T s 0, which implies that 1 sw
U2 1r2 1r2 .  .w N s tr T N T Ns 0. This is a contradiction.
We next consider the trace representation of weights on OU-algebras
without the assumption of the existence of N satisfying the conditions in
Theorem 4.1. We need the notion of normality of weights. We write
 4 X › X whenever X is an increasing net in M , X g M , and X j ‹a a q q a
.  .j › Xj ‹ j for each j g D.
 .DEFINITION 4.3. A weight w on M is said to be normal if lim w Xq a a
 .  4s w X for each increasing net X in M with X › X g M .a q a q
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let M be an OU-algebra on D in H. For any subset
 4j of D we define a weight w on M bya q
w X s Xj ‹ j , X g M . .  . a a q
a
Then w is a regular and normal weight on M .q
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let M be an OU-algebra on D in a Hilbert space H.
 .Suppose that F D ; M. Let w be a normal weight on M such thatq
0  .N > F D . Then the following statements are equi¤alent:w
 .  .i There exists a positi¤e self-adjoint operator V in H with D V > D
such that
0 ²N s X g M ; V X is a Hilbert]Schmidt operator on H 4w
U² ² ² 0w X X s tr V X V X , X g N . .  . w
 .  . ii The positi¤e sesquilinear form on D = D defined by j , h “ w jÇ
1 3 k k k.  . .mh ’  i w j q i h m j q i h is closable.ks04
 .  . 5 5Proof. i « ii Let z g D with z s 1 be given. Since
² ² 25 5w j m j s w z m j z m j s tr Vj m z Vj m z s Vz .  .  .  .  . /  /
 .  .for each j g D, it follows that j , h “ w j m h is closable.Ç
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 .  .  .  .ii « i Since j , h “ w j m h is closable, there exists a positiveÇ
2 .  . 5 5self-adjoint operator V in H such that D V > D and w j m j s Vj
for all j g D. Given a finite orthonormal system f , . . . , f in D, we get1 n
n
2² ²5 5w X EX s V X f , 4.7 .  . k
ks1
where E is the orthonormal projection
n
E s f m f , n g N. k k
ks1
² ²  .  4Note that X EX › X X X g M , where in the index set E consists of all
 .orthogonal projections E g F D and is ordered by the usual strong
order. Thus normality of w implies that
lim w X ²EX s w X ²X , 4.8 .  .  .
E
 .which implies by 4.7 that
0 ²N ; X g M ; V X is a Hilbert]Schmidt oprator on H , 4w
U² ² ² 0w X X s tr V X V X , X g N . .  . w
²Conversely, suppose V X is a Hilbert]Schmidt operator. Then it follows
U0 ² ² ² .  .  .  .from 4.7 and 4.8 that X g N and w X X s tr V X V X . Thisw
completes the proof.
 . 0Remark 4.6. The normality of w and the condition F D ; N inw
Proposition 4.5 do not imply the finiteness of w in general as seen next.
²  ..We consider the weight w on L S R defined by
‘
2 ²w X s n Xf ‹ f , X g L S R , .  .  . . qn n
ns0
 4 2 .where f is the ONB in L R consisting of the Hermite functions. Asn
noted in Example 4.4, w is normal. Since
² 25 5w j m h j m h s j w h m h .  .  . .
‘
22 25 5s j n h ‹ f . n
ns0
- ‘
 .   .. 0  .for all j , h g S R , we have F S R ; N . But w I s ‘. Furthermore,w
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w is represented as
U² ² ² 0w X X s tr V X V X , X g N , .  . w
‘for the positive self-adjoint operator V ’  nf m f .ns0 n n
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